Extended-resolution imaging of the interaction of lipid droplets and mitochondria.
Physical contacts between organelles play a pivotal role in intracellular trafficking of metabolites. Monitoring organelle interactions in living cells using fluorescence microscopy is a powerful approach to functionally assess these cellular processes. However, detailed target acquisition is typically limited due to light diffraction. Furthermore, subcellular compartments such as lipid droplets and mitochondria are highly dynamic and show significant subcellular movement. Thus, high-speed acquisition of these organelles with extended-resolution is appreciated. Here, we present an imaging informatics pipeline enabling spatial and time-resolved analysis of the dynamics and interactions of fluorescently labeled lipid droplets and mitochondria in a fibroblast cell line. The imaging concept is based on multispectral confocal laser scanning microscopy and includes high-speed resonant scanning for fast spatial acquisition of organelles. Extended-resolution is achieved by the recording of images at minimized pinhole size and by post-processing of generated data using a computational image restoration method. Computation of inter-organelle contacts is performed on basis of segmented spatial image data. We show limitations of the image restoration and segmentation part of the imaging informatics pipeline. Since both image processing methods are implemented in other related methodologies, our findings will help to identify artifacts and the false-interpretation of obtained morphometric data. As a proof-of-principle, we studied how lipid load and overexpression of PLIN5, considered to be involved in the tethering of LDs and mitochondria, affects organelle association.